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Professional Responses to Racial Comments 

 

Assess your surroundings 

Are you in the middle of campus, the Student Center, in a classroom or office? Is the   

speaker with a group of people or by herself? Are you alone or surrounded by others? 

Assess the situation before you respond. Here are some options: 

 

*Say nothing – A questioning glance may be an effective and non-confrontational 

response in a situation in which you feel unsafe speaking directly. Keep moving. 

 

*Say something – If you choose to raise the issue, state your beliefs clearly: “I find that 

language very offensive.”  “I think it’s wrong to stereotype people.” “I don’t allow those 

kinds of comments in class.” “This office doesn’t promote those statements.” 

 

Discuss the comments in public and private 

Did the comment come from a student in your class or student organization member? 

Was the perpetrator a customer in your office or a co-worker? Many times how you 

handle a situation depends on the person involved and the familiarity with that person. 

Here are some options: 

 

*Incorporate the comments in to a group discussion. When slurs are used in class or at a 

meeting, call the students on it. One professor says whenever she hears language such as 

‘that’s so gay’ in the classroom, she asks, “What’s so homosexual about it?” Then she 

uses the moment to discuss language, respect, and cultural sensitivity. (Other examples – 

“that’s so ghetto”, “how retarded”, “he’s bipolar”, “white trash”, “the N-word”). 

 

   An important point; when the professor, advisor, or supervisor remains silent after a     

   racial comment, it is perceived by most as acceptance of the comment or behavior.      

   When these individuals model or tacitly condone intolerance instead of respect,     

   students and employees are marginalized, and bias festers. 

 

*Pull the individual aside and privately discuss the comments/behavior. If it’s a co-

worker or friend begin with, “I value our conversations together, but I’m struggling with 

the racial comments you’re making. They make me uncomfortable and I’d rather you not 

share those anymore.” In a work environment it may be necessary to confront employees, 

“Your comment to Suzy was entirely inappropriate and unprofessional. Let’s discuss the 

scenario and how we can prevent it from occurring again.” or, “I overheard your 

comment regarding Asians, why do you feel that way?” 

 

Report the comments/incident to your supervisor 

Let them know what you heard or observed. They may see patterns you don’t and can 

work with the University officials to address ongoing concerns. It is important for the 

supervisor/advisor/professor to create a workplace or academic culture free of bias and 

bigotry. Whether you’re a staffer, an administrator or faculty, there’s a role for you to 

play in setting a respectful and unbiased tone on campus. 
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Professional Responses to Bigoted Humor 

*Don’t laugh. Meet a bigoted joke with silence, and maybe a raised eyebrow. 

 

*Interrupt the laughter. Why does everyone think this is funny? Tell your co-workers 

why the joke or comment offends you. 

 

*Set a not-in-my-workplace rule. Prohibit racial jokes, comments in your cubicle, your 

office, or whatever boundaries define your workspace. Be firm and get others to join in. 

 

*Provide alternative humor. Learn and share jokes that don’t rely on bias, bigotry or 

stereotypes as the root of their humor. 

 

Professional Responses to Inappropriate E-mails 

*Do NOT forward. 

 

*Reply to sender and ask to be removed from future e-mails. Explain why the 

joke/comment wasn’t funny to you or why you were offended by it. 

 

*Hit ‘Reply ALL’. If you feel strongly about it, hit the ‘reply all’ button and let the entire 

e-mail group read your concerns. Your leadership could stop future tasteless and hurtful 

comments. 

 

Proactive Steps after a Diversity Foul 

*Apologize immediately. “I don’t know what I was thinking, I’m sorry I said that.” 

 

*Be open to feedback.  “Please help me understand. How have I offended you?” 

 “Okay, I don’t get it. Why does this upset you so much?” 

 

*Focus on the work relationship. “I know this has been awkward for both of us. Is there 

anything I should do, as a next step? I really want us to keep working well together.” 

 

*Change your behavior. Don’t do it again! Strive to model respect and tolerance 

wherever you are. 
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